THE LIE OP THE LAND
cove thrusting in underneath where the water was dark velvety
green, but clear glass green where it lapped and splintered, and
purple further out where rocks threw up their shadow from below.
In early spring, primroses were flung aft over the slope of the cliff
rushing down nearly as far as the sea; primroses are so masochistic,
and I liked it later in May and June when the pink sea-thrift was out,
covering the sea-wall with velvet tufts and cushions.
If I had been remembering a view from the window at Sennen
Cove, Land's End, instead of at Church Cove near the Lizard,
I would not have had to lie on the floor, but sit on the window-seat
of Mrs. Nick Fender's cottage; not a creamy thatched cottage as
was Mrs. Bosusto's, but a square strong little building in grey
shingle, called Nile House—irrelevant save for lotus-eating spells.
That had a wider view; the fishing-fleet rocking lazily in the
curve of the stone lugg; you could waste time watching the boats
going out, watching die boats come in, watching the boats . . .
Nile House at the Land's End of England, and The Sphinx on an
island of the Thames below Chertsey . , . Never could I have
imagined anything less Egyptian than the prospect beyond those
two windows.
I took that house on the island for three summers running . * .
.and "running" is a pleasant word for the summer you remember
by the river running on either side of your garden, as though the
lawn were the prow of a ship. The third summer was the June,
July and August of 1939, not in itself a period of great tran-
quillity . . . Apart from war impending and the news perpetually
coming to pieces in your hand, so to speak, I was ill most of the
time, so that enchantment could only be loosely woven; yet even
now I am surprised how I can look back on that time with longing
instead of horror.
In the nursery or at the Kindergarten we learn simple lessons
from simple proverbs and from sentences of one syllable such as
"The cat sat on the mat; it is a good cat" (not always, as we shall
see in the last chapter of this volume). Moralists sigh over our
pretty innocence, and the wise say that lessons do not end with
school and nursery but go on all through .our lives and that they
never grow easier . . . and so on and so forth. The odd thing is
that the wise were perfectly right, and every now and then I shall
set down crossly or in amazement some .new lesson that I have
learnt. Here and at once I may as well add an amendment which
sounds contradictory; the lessons never grow any easier to learn,
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